Soviet Gays sprang to action to help resist coup

Printed and distributed Yeltsin's call for resistance

by Lou Chibbaro Jr.

Soviet Gay activists, realizing they had one of the few working laser printers in Moscow on Monday, rushed to the assistance of loyalists to Russian Republic President Boris Yeltsin in opposing the Soviet Union's ill-fated coup.

Leaders of Moscow's fledgling Gay rights group used their word-processing and copying equipment to print thousands of copies of a proclamation issued by Yeltsin calling for resistance to the coup.

Officials with the San Francisco-based International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission (IGLHRC), which has an office in Moscow, said the decision by Moscow Gays to lend their equipment to Yeltsin's forces represented a dramatic and public stand against the coup at a time when many expected it to succeed.

The San Francisco group delivered two MacIntosh word-processors and a laser printer to the organization's Moscow office only two weeks ago during a Gay rights conference held there and in Leningrad. The equipment and office is being shared with the Moscow Union of Lesbians and Gay Men, headed by pioneering Soviet Gay activist Roman Kalinin.

According to accounts by IGLHRC officials in San Francisco, Kalinin learned Monday that the IGLHRC office had one of the few, and possibly the only, working word-processors and laser printers accessible in the city.

The eight-member coup committee which temporarily took control of the Soviet central government had closed down all printing plants and independent broadcasting stations. Western news agencies reported that state security officials loyal to the coup sent a surge of power through Moscow's electric utility lines that severely damaged communications equipment such as computers, word-processors, and fax machines.
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Kalinin and Tom BoeIlstorff, a U.S. citizen from San Francisco who runs the IGLHRC's Moscow office, rushed to the site of the Russian Republic's parliament building, where Yeltsin set up headquarters for the resistance.

"They saw people handing out copies of Yeltsin's proclamation that were barely legible," said Russ Gage, an official with IGLHRC's San Francisco office. Gage, who spoke to BoeIlstorff and Kalinin by phone, said Yeltsin backers told him they could not find functioning copying equipment.

So BoeIlstorff and Kalinin returned to the IGLHRC office, located five subway stops from the Russian parliament building, with copies of the Yeltsin proclamation in hand. Kalinin retyped the text using the word processor and laser printer. Kalinin and volunteers from his group then used the office copying machine to make 4,000 crisp copies of the proclamation, said Gage.

Kalinin and his crew rushed back to the parliament building and began distributing the copies, which bore the logo of Tema, the newsletter published by Kalinin's Moscow group. Gage said Kalinin also distributed copies of a special edition of Tema, which he printed in defiance of an edict by coup leaders that declared all independent publications illegal.

"People like Roman Kalinin really started out in the pro-democracy movement," said BoeIlstorff, in a statement from Moscow. "So they feel that Gays and Lesbians have to join forces with the pro-democracy movement. The two have been unified. To help one is to help the other."

Monday's announcement on Soviet television that the country's vice president, Gennady Yanayev, had taken control of the country from President Mikhail Gorbachev was especially chilling to Soviet Gays. Kalinin and his associates knew Soviet hard-liners had strongly opposed rights for Gay men and Lesbians.

In his televised speech on Monday, Yanayev declared that "immoral elements threaten stability." Soviet Gays immediately perceived the statement as a reference to sexual minorities and as a warning of an impending crackdown.

Further shockwaves rippled through Moscow's Gay community that day; according to IGLHRC, when state health officials loyal to the coup visited a Moscow AIDS clinic and demanded a list of patients.

"We expected," said Julie Dorf, IGLHRC's executive director the arrests of prominent activists were imminent.

Meanwhile, Dorf was scheduled to give a speech yesterday afternoon in San Francisco at a rally to celebrate the defeat of the coup. IGLHRC, the Bay Area Council for Soviet Jewry, and the International Foreign Policy Association had originally scheduled the event as a rally to protest Gorbachev's ouster and the takeover by hardliners. Dorf said she planned to urge the head of the Soviet consular office in San Francisco, who was expected to attend the rally, to push for Gay rights.